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This volume serves as a comprehensive collection of current trends and emerging hot
topics in the field of fluorescence spectroscopy. It summarizes the year’s progress in
fluorescence and its applications as well as includes authoritative analytical reviews.
Angiosperm Pollen and OvulesSpringer Science & Business Media
Amino acid sequence analysis is useful for the study of problems ranging from
modifications of single molecules to complex networks and interactions of species.
Many available amino acid sequences are providing the basis for various studies at the
proteome level. The dynamics of protein expression and the simulation of complex
biological systems in which proteins interact with certain kinetics and in their respective
compartments are just about to be tackled. Amino acid sequences will be crucial
reference points for such studies. Mass spectrometric analysis of proteins Protein
sequence databases Amino acid substitution matrices Amino acid-based phylogeny
and alignment Individual variation in protein-coding sequences of the human genome
Identifying nature's protein Lego® set
This authoritative clinical reference provides comprehensive coverage of all aspects of
rheumatoid arthritis. The basics of rheumatoid arthritis are thoroughly covered in order
to provide a firm foundation for the main focus of the text: therapy and clinical
management of the disease. Practitioners will find detailed information on both
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pharmacologic and nonpharmacologic courses of management, with special emphasis
on the management of pain. More than 100 full-color illustrations provide clear visual
support for the concepts in the text. Online references in each chapter, as well as an
entire chapter on Web-based information resources, keep this book on the cutting edge
of this rapidly evolving field.
This book provides a comprehensive overview of the concepts and approaches used
for sequence, structure, and phylogenetic analysis. Starting with an introduction to the
subject and intellectual property protection for bioinformatics, it guides readers through
the latest sequencing technologies, sequence analysis, genomic variations,
metagenomics, epigenomics, molecular evolution and phylogenetics, structural
bioinformatics, protein folding, structure analysis and validation, drug discovery, reverse
vaccinology, machine learning, application of R programming in biological data
analysis, and the use of Linux in handling large data files.
Arguably no other field of biological research embraces such a diverse array of
experimental approaches as does the field of calcium signaling. Not only does it span
virtually all conceptual and technical areas of molecular and cell biology, but a number
of unique techniques, such as the use of permeabilized cells to study intracellular
calcium metabolism, have evolved directly from calcium research. Calcium Signaling
explores this fascinating area of research, covering the biophysical, molecular
biological, and cell biological techniques involved in the study of calcium signaling. This
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work examines a broad range of topics-from techniques for imaging and measuring
calcium in subcellular compartments, to subcellular fractionation and intracellular
calcium stores, and patch clamp investigation of calcium channels. Filled with detailed
illustrations, Calcium Signaling addresses those key methodological approaches that
are useful to scientists and researchers investigating calcium function and regulation in
many diverse areas of biological and medical research.
Genomics has experienced a dramatic development during the last 15-20 years. Data
from mammalian genomes such as the human, mouse and rat have already been
published, while others such as the dog, cattle and chimpanzee will soon follow. This
book summarizes the current knowledge of mammalian genomics and offers a
comparative analysis of genomes known today. This analysis includes farm, companion
and lab animals. Topics covered include structural and functional aspects of the
mammalian genome, mechanisms of genomic changes at the molecular level, evolution
of DNA sequences, comparative chromosome mapping and painting, genome
databases, gene prediction and the use of genomic information to understand inherited
diseases. Contributors include leading researchers from Europe, USA, Australia and
Japan.
The ability to successfully clone genes underlies the majority of our knowledge in
molecular and cellular biology. Gene Cloning introduces the diverse array of techniques
available to clone genes and how they can be used effectively both in the research
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laboratory, to gain knowledge about the gene, and for use in biotechnology, medicine,
the pharmaceutical industry, and agriculture. It shows how cloning genes is an integral
part of genomics and underlines its relevance in the post-genomic age, as a tool
required to test predictions of gene regulation and function made through
bioinformatics. Applications of gene cloning in medicine, both for diagnosis and
treatment, and in the pharmaceutical industry and agriculture, are also covered in the
book. Gene Cloning takes a fresh approach to teaching molecular and cellular biology
and will be a valuable resource to both undergraduates and lecturers of biological and
biomedical science courses.
In eukaryotes, lipid metabolism requires the function of peroxisomes. These
multitasking organelles are also part of species-specific pathways such as the
glyoxylate cycle in yeast and plants or the synthesis of ether lipid in mammals. Proteins
required for the biogenesis of peroxisomes typically assemble in large molecular
complexes, which participate in membrane formation, protein transport, peroxisome
duplication and - inheritance during cell division. Peroxisomal function is essential for
life. Mutations in PEX genes, encoding for biogenesis factors, are often associated with
lethal disorders. The association of peroxisomes with other organelles suggests an
extensive participation in organellar crosstalk. This book represents a state-of-the-art
review in the field of peroxisome research encompassing the cell and molecular biology
of peroxisome biogenesis and its diseases, the protein complexes involved in this
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process and the modern technologies applied to study them. The book is intended for
graduate students, researchers and lecturers in biochemistry, molecular and cell
biology with a biomedical background.
Principles of Modern Microbiology presents an authoritative, balanced introduction to
microbiology for majors. Ideal for the one-semester course, the text provides a
manageable amount of detail, omitting topics that were previously taught in prerequisite
courses, while still maintaining a level of intellectual rigor appropriate for students at this
level. A dynamic art program presents accurate molecular & cellular images in an
innovative 3-D like style, while the author s clear, student-friendly writing style helps
students grasp difficult concepts. Great Experiments boxes throughout the text describe
real-world experiments and allow students to gain a clear sense of the experimental
process as it applies to microbiology. Complete with a wealth of student and instructor
resources, Principles of Modern Microbiology is sure to engage and inspire majors who
are looking to expand their knowledge of the many facets of microbiology."
This volume contains the scientific papers and abstracts of posters presented at the
International Symposium on Molecular Insect Science held in Tucson, Arizona, October
22-27, 1989. This meeting was organized by the Center for Insect Science at the
University of Arizona in response to the growing need for a forum dedicated to the
impact of modern biology on insect science. While scientific studies of a few insects,
notably Drosophila melanogaster, have always had a central role in the development of
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biology, it is only recently that tools have become available to extend these studies to
other insects, including those having economic and medical importance. The Tucson
meeting was evidence of how far we have come in extending modern biological tools to
the study of insects. It is also evident from the contents of this book that the study of
insects is making an increasingly important contribution to the advancement of biology
generally. Given the large impact of insects on human life, such a development has
considerable importance for human welfare, and of the welfare of the ecosystem as a
whole. It should be noted that several of the participants who presented posters were
invited to prepare full length papers to ensure that the book covered the major areas of
insect science. The financial support of the National Science Foundation and the
Monsanto Corporation is gratefully acknowledged. Thanks are also due to Sharon
Richards for her dedicated work on the manuscripts. Henry H.
A state-of-the-art summary from leading laboratories around the world of our current
knowledge of the molecular biology, the physiology, and the pharmacology of the P2
receptors. The authoritative contributions cover the major aspects of these receptors,
describing the relationships between physiological and pharmacological effects of ATP
and other nucleotides and the various cloned P2 receptors, as well as providing an
historical perspective and discussing current issues of nomenclature. They also
illuminate how P2 receptor structures contribute to their function, including the physical
differences underlying the pharmacological and functional variations among P2
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receptor subtypes.
The field of plant taxonomy has transformed rapidly over the past fifteen years,
especially with regard to improvements in cladistic analysis and the use of new
molecular data. The second edition of this popular resource reflects these far-reaching
and dramatic developments with more than 3,000 new references and many new
figures. Synthesizing current research and trends, Plant Taxonomy now provides the
most up-to-date overview in relation to monographic, biodiversity, and evolutionary
studies, and continues to be an essential resource for students and scholars. This text
is divided into two parts: Part 1 explains the principles of taxonomy, including the
importance of systematics, characters, concepts of categories, and different
approaches to biological classification. Part 2 outlines the different types of data used in
plant taxonomic studies with suggestions on their efficacy and modes of presentation
and evaluation. This section also lists the equipment and financial resources required
for gathering each type of data. References throughout the book illuminate the historical
development of taxonomic terminology and philosophy while citations offer further
study. Plant Taxonomy is also a personal story of what it means to be a practicing
taxonomist and to view these activities within a meaningful conceptual framework. Tod
F. Stuessy recalls the progression of his own work and shares his belief that the most
creative taxonomy is done by those who have a strong conceptual grasp of their own
research.
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A single species of fly, Drosophila melanogaster, has been the subject of scientific
research for more than one hundred years. Stephanie Elizabeth Mohr explains why this
tiny insect merits such intense scrutiny, and how laboratory findings made first in flies
have expanded our understanding of human health and disease.
Volume 18 explores the latest advances in recombinant DNA molecule techniques and
how they are revolutionizing basic research in biology. Chapters discuss obtaining good
expression of genetically engineered pest-resistant genes introduced in crop plants,
cloning DNAs containing palindromes, and identifying genes by 3' terminal exon
trapping and much more.
This book discusses the paradigm-shifting phenomenon of intrinsically disordered
proteins (IDPs) and hybrid proteins containing ordered domains and functional IDP
regions (IDPRs). The properties of IDPs and IDPRs are highly complementary to those
deriving from the presence of a unique and well-defined three-dimensional fold. Ignored
for a long time in high-resolution studies of proteins, intrinsic protein disorder is now
recognized as one of the key features for a large variety of cellular functions, where
structural flexibility presents a functional advantage in terms of binding plasticity and
promiscuity and this volume explores this exciting new research. Recent progress in the
field has radically changed our perspective to study IDPs through NMR: increasingly
complex IDPs can now be characterized, a wide range of observables can be
determined reporting on the structural and dynamic properties, computational methods
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to describe the structure and dynamics are in continuous development and IDPs can be
studied in environments as complex as whole cells. This volume communicates the
new exciting possibilities offered by NMR and presents open questions to foster further
developments. Intrinsically Disordered Proteins Studied by NMR Spectroscopy provides
a snapshot to researchers entering the field as well as providing a current overview for
more experienced scientists in related areas.
Discover how to streamline complex bioinformatics applications withparallel computing
This publication enables readers to handle more complexbioinformatics applications
and larger and richer data sets. As theeditor clearly shows, using powerful parallel
computing tools canlead to significant breakthroughs in deciphering
genomes,understanding genetic disease, designing customized drug therapies,and
understanding evolution. A broad range of bioinformatics applications is covered
withdemonstrations on how each one can be parallelized to improveperformance and
gain faster rates of computation. Current parallelcomputing techniques and
technologies are examined, includingdistributed computing and grid computing.
Readers are provided witha mixture of algorithms, experiments, and simulations that
providenot only qualitative but also quantitative insights into thedynamic field of
bioinformatics. Parallel Computing for Bioinformatics and Computational Biology isa
contributed work that serves as a repository of case studies,collectively demonstrating
how parallel computing streamlinesdifficult problems in bioinformatics and produces
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better results.Each of the chapters is authored by an established expert in thefield and
carefully edited to ensure a consistent approach and highstandard throughout the
publication. The work is organized into five parts: * Algorithms and models * Sequence
analysis and microarrays * Phylogenetics * Protein folding * Platforms and enabling
technologies Researchers, educators, and students in the field of bioinformaticswill
discover how high-performance computing can enable them tohandle more complex
data sets, gain deeper insights, and make newdiscoveries.
All living things are remarkably complex, yet their DNA is unstable, undergoing
countless random mutations over generations. Despite this instability, most animals do
not grow two heads or die, plants continue to thrive, and bacteria continue to divide.
Robustness and Evolvability in Living Systems tackles this perplexing paradox. The
book explores why genetic changes do not cause organisms to fail catastrophically and
how evolution shapes organisms' robustness. Andreas Wagner looks at this problem
from the ground up, starting with the alphabet of DNA, the genetic code, RNA, and
protein molecules, moving on to genetic networks and embryonic development, and
working his way up to whole organisms. He then develops an evolutionary explanation
for robustness. Wagner shows how evolution by natural selection preferentially finds
and favors robust solutions to the problems organisms face in surviving and
reproducing. Such robustness, he argues, also enhances the potential for future
evolutionary innovation. Wagner also argues that robustness has less to do with
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organisms having plenty of spare parts (the redundancy theory that has been popular)
and more to do with the reality that mutations can change organisms in ways that do
not substantively affect their fitness. Unparalleled in its field, this book offers the most
detailed analysis available of all facets of robustness within organisms. It will appeal not
only to biologists but also to engineers interested in the design of robust systems and to
social scientists concerned with robustness in human communities and populations.
Due to the high degree of biological similarity between primates and humans, monkeys
and apes have been used successfully in medical research for many decades. Medical
Primatology: History, Biological Foundations and Applications provides a
comprehensive summary linking the use of monkeys and apes in biomedical research
to their kinship with humans. The book begins by discussing the history of this
research, and then focuses on the biological foundations upon which medical
primatology has been built. Primate taxonomy and evolution are reviewed, using not
only traditional sources of data, but also recent experimental evidence from molecular
biology, genetics, and biomedicine that indicates the need to place higher simians in
the family of man. Condensing a broad range of scientific literature into one volume,
this will be a useful reference for specialists in the biological sciences and medicine, as
well as researchers involved in biological, anthropological, biomedical, clinical, and
pharmacological research on primates.
Monthly, with annual cumulation. Recurring bibliography from MEDLARS data base.
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Index medicus format. Entries arranged under subject, review, and author sections.
Subject, author indexes.
Computational methodologies and modeling play a growing role for investigating
mechanisms, and for the diagnosis and therapy of human diseases. This progress gave
rise to computational medicine, an interdisciplinary field at the interface of computer
science and medicine. The main focus of computational medicine lies in the
development of data analysis methods and mathematical modeling as well as
computational simulation techniques specifically addressing medical problems. In this
book, we present a number of computational medicine topics at several scales: from
molecules to cells, organs, and organisms. At the molecular level, tools for the analysis
of genome variations as well as cloud computing resources for medical genetics are
reviewed. Then, an analysis of gene expression data and the application to the
characterization of microbial communities are highlighted. At the protein level, two types
of analyses for mass spectrometry data are reviewed: labeled quantitative proteomics
and lipidomics, followed by protein sequence analysis and a 3D structure and drug
design chapter. Finally, three chapters on clinical applications focus on the integration
of biomolecular and clinical data for cancer research, biomarker discovery, and networkbased methods for computational diagnostics.
Bacteria change the surface of the Earth. All kinds of bacteria reside in the biosphere, and
although sometimes they may cause damage, they also help in cleaning the surface of the
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Earth and in the circulation of various substances. Chemolithoautotrophic bacteria in particular
have a unique and intimate relationship with inorganic substances and human beings. This
book covers in detail advances in the biochemistry and physiology of several
chemolithoautotrophic bacteria as well as their relationship to certain environments. Included
are recent findings regarding the oxidation mechanisms of ammonia, nitrite, sulfur compounds,
and ferrous iron by special bacteria. The characteristics of many cytochromes are described to
further advance the understanding of bacterial oxidation systems of inorganic compounds.
Applications of bacteria, such as in sewage treatment and in biohydometallurgy, among others,
are detailed, and bacteria considered closest to the origins of life are discussed in the final
chapter.
This work pulls together all of the vital information about the most commonly used databases,
analytical tools, and tables used in sequence analysis.
Virus(es) associated with the rusty mottle group, cherry twisted leaf (CTL) and apricot ring pox
(ARP) diseases of sweet cherry were characterized. A primer pair, Fovea2-AdPr, designed to
amplify a broad range of viruses in the genus Foveavirus, amplified the 3'-end region of
genomic RNAs of Cherry necrotic rusty mottle virus (CNRMV) and Cherry green ring mottle
virus (CGRMV) as well as the corresponding regions of virus-like RNAs detected in trees
affected with CTL, ARP, cherry necrotic rusty mottle (CNRM), cherry rusty mottle (CRM) and
cherry green ring mottle (CGRM) diseases. Phylogenetic analyses of sequences encoding a
putative coat protein (CP) along with published sequences of CGRMV and CNRMV from other
geographic regions revealed segregation into four major clades, each corresponding to one of
the diseases and correlated with symptoms induced in Prunus avium `Bing', `Sam', and Prunus
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serrulata `Kwanzan'. These clades of virus sequences were designated as clade I: Cherry
twisted leaf associated virus (CTLaV) with two subpopulations designated as CTLaV-Ia and
CTLaV-Ib, clade II: CNRMV, clade III: Cherry rusty mottle associated virus (CRMaV), and
clade IV: CGRMV. Any inconsistencies between the virus sequence profile and symptoms on
biological woody indicators were resolved by reverse transcriptase-polymerase chain reaction
(RT-PCR) assays using newly designed primers specific for each virus sequence. The
clustering is further supported by the phylogenetic analyses of the coding regions and putative
protein sequences from different viral open reading frames (ORFs) of representative members
of the above viruses. Deep sequencing analyses of representative source trees for CRM, CTL
and ARP diseases did not reveal novel viruses that may be associated with these diseases
other than those revealed by RT-PCR, thereby further supporting the status of CRMaV and
CTLaV as the causes of CRM and CTL-ARP diseases, respectively. Based on careful
examination of the pairwise nucleotide and amino acid sequence identity values on whole CP
and replicase region between and within members of each virus, genome organization and
symptoms of diseases associated with individual viruses, it is proposed that a new genus
(Robigovirus) within the family Betaflexiviridae is created to accommodate these viruses.
Advances in Protein Chemistry
The most complete review of human nutrition, ideal for those looking for a deeper grounding in
the subject before pursuing a career in the discipline.
This reference compiles a broad spectrum of perspectives from specialists in academic,
governmental, and industrial research settings to demonstrate the influence of biochemistry
and biotechnological applications on functional food developments. Focusing on topics not
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covered in depth in other texts on the subject, the book analyzes the nutritional and
physiological benefits of functional foods, the effect and development of active ingredients in
functional foods, and consumer and regulatory issues that will influence biotechnological
advancements in the food industry. It also Illustrates the expanding role of functional foods and
nutraceuticals in the promotion of human health.
The subject of this volume is the reproductive biology of plants. A steadily growing interest in
this field is the result of at least two factors, as pointed out with great foresight by one of the
driving forces in the field, H.E Linskens (Linskens 1964): most of the food consumed by
humans takes the form of plant reproductive parts, and molecular biology now provides pow
erful tools for investigating and manipulating plant reproductive systems. Molecular biology and
the allied discipline of biotechnology are solidly represented in the papers in this book. The
editors of Angiosperm Pollen and Ovules believe that the chapters herein contain some of the
most excit ing findings of contemporary biology, and hope that the readers of this book will
share their enthusiasm. The editors express sincere and grateful thanks for help from Carla
Frova, Enrico Pe, and especially to Giorgio Binelli, all of the University of Milan. Without these
three tireless and enthusiastic individuals it would not have been possible to maintain the
apparently effortless proceeding of this congress. We thank also the organizing committee and
the organizations that generously provided financial support (both listed below). Finally, we
extend thanks to M. Cresti, D. Charlesworth, D. Hess, E Hoekstra, R. Bruce Knox, J.P.
Mascarenhas, M.E. Nasrallah, P.L. Pfahler, A. Snow, and M.T.M. Willemse for chairing
sessions.
This is the story of a profound revolution in the way biologists explore life's history, understand
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its evolutionary processes, and reveal its diversity. It is about life's smallest entities, deepest
diversity, and greatest cellular biomass: the microbiosphere. Jan Sapp introduces us to a new
field of evolutionary biology and a new brand of molecular evolutionists who descend to the
foundations of evolution on Earth to explore the origins of the genetic system and the primary
life forms from which all others have emerged. In so doing, he examines-from Lamarck to the
present-the means of pursuing the evolution of complexity, and of depicting the greatest
differences among organisms. The New Foundations of Evolution takes us into a world that
classical evolutionists could never have imagined: a deep phylogeny based on three domains
of life and multiple kingdoms, and created by mechanisms very unlike those considered by
Darwin and his followers. Evolution by leaps seems to occur regularly in the microbial world
where molecular evolutionists have shown the inheritance of acquired genes and genomes are
major modes of evolutionary innovation. Revisiting the history of microbiology for the first time
from the perspective of evolutionary biology, Sapp shows why classical Darwinian conceptions
centering on questions of the origin of species were forged without a microbial foundation, why
classical microbiologists considered it impossible to know the course of evolution, and classical
molecular biologists considered the evolution of the molecular genetic system to be beyond
understanding. In telling this stirring story of scientific iconoclasm, this book elucidates how the
new evolutionary biology arose, what methods and assumptions underpin it, and the fiery
controversies that continue to shape biologists' understanding of the foundations of evolution
today.
Melanomas: New Insights for the Healthcare Professional / 2012 Edition is a
ScholarlyEditions™ eBook that delivers timely, authoritative, and comprehensive information
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about Melanomas. The editors have built Melanomas: New Insights for the Healthcare
Professional / 2012 Edition on the vast information databases of ScholarlyNews.™ You can
expect the information about Melanomas in this eBook to be deeper than what you can access
anywhere else, as well as consistently reliable, authoritative, informed, and relevant. The
content of Melanomas: New Insights for the Healthcare Professional / 2012 Edition has been
produced by the world’s leading scientists, engineers, analysts, research institutions, and
companies. All of the content is from peer-reviewed sources, and all of it is written, assembled,
and edited by the editors at ScholarlyEditions™ and available exclusively from us. You now
have a source you can cite with authority, confidence, and credibility. More information is
available at http://www.ScholarlyEditions.com/.
In recent years, progress in the field of virology has advanced at an unprecedented rate.
Issues such as AIDS have brought the subject firmly into the public domain and its study is no
longer confined solely to specialist groups. The Encyclopedia of Virology is the largest single
reference source of current virological knowledge. It is also the first to bring together all
aspects of the subject for a wide variety of readers. Unique in its use of concise 'mini-review'
articles, the material covers biological, molecular, and medical topics concerning viruses in
animals, plants, bacteria, and insects. More general articles focus on the effects of viruses on
the immune system, the role of viruses in disease, oncology, gene therapy, and evolution, plus
a wide range of related topics. Drawing on the latest research, the editors have produced the
definitive source for both specialist and general readers. Easy-to-use and meticulously
organized, the Encyclopedia of Virology clarifies and illuminates one of the most complex
areas of contemporary study. It will prove an invaluable addition to libraries, universities,
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medical and nursing schools, and research institutions around the world. The Second Edition
has been thoroughly updated with approximately 40 new articles. This edition includes more
illustrations and color plates in each volume. Updated thoroughly with approximately 40 new
articles Presents more illustrations than the first edition, with color plates in each volume
Contains a complete subject index in each volume Provides further reading lists at the end of
each entry, allowing easy access to the primary literature Extensive cross-referencing system
links all related articles Contains the most recent information of particular viruses described at
the 7th International Committee on Taxonomy and Classification of Viruses Provides the ability
to search for entries alphabetically or via the taxonomical listings to access articles of different
viruses
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